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The United Kingdom Laser-Tag Alliance Presents:

June 1st to 4th 2012
Harmer Green, Hertfordshire
www.firefight.org.uk

This handbook is also available in Aurek-besh upon request for a reasonable fee.
This handbook is also available in Aurek-besh for a small fee
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Supreme acknowledgements and double rations to comrade Double Ditch for this moving and inspiring
tribute to our glorious Chairman!

Welcome to Dropzone!
“Hello and welcome to this, the handbook for the 20th year of Dropzone – the
National Science Fiction Live Role-Playing Event – still run by volunteers in the hobby
for the enjoyment of all! It has been twenty years since the first event was run. This
means, that next year Dropzone will not only be able to legally adopt a child, but also
(according to Wikipedia) drive a steam roller.

I would like to thank all those running games this year, without whom it would all
just be a long weekend of lots of drinking in the woods. So everyone just enjoy
themselves, enjoy the weekend and I will hand you over to the man who gave
Dropzone it’s name.
Have a good one. Viva Dropzone!”
Simon Clark (UKLTA Chairman 2011/12)

* * * *
“The first Dropzone was planned in a pub in Norwich called The Wild Man in 1991.
The name derives from dialogue spoken by Sean Connery in A Bridge Too Far along
the lines of “I don’t just need Dropzones I can use, I need Dropzones I can defend and
reinforce”. The event at it’s core is the same now as when it was first envisaged - an
annual national event with a main theme game and a showcase for the best the
hobby can offer. Here’s to many more Dropzones to come!”
Chris Hannaford
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The When and The Where

Dropzone 2012 takes place over the bank holiday weekend, Friday 1st to Monday 4th
June. The site should be open from around 2pm.
The event will occur at Harmer Green wood (site of Dropzone 1999 to 2011).
Directions are at the back of this booklet.
As ever, the usual reminders:
•
•
•

•
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The event is not open to under 18’s – it’s an insurance thing, sorry.
It’s a camping event: so a tent, camper van or car you can sleep in is recommended.
Thanks to Tim we will be having the ever popular BBQ (burgers and sausages
- vegetarian option also available) on the Saturday evening. For everything
else there’s a supermarket close by (one of our members will programme your
satnav for you if you need it ).
Tagging equipment is available for hire over the weekend, so please don’t let
that be a bar to coming along and joining in the fun.

Timetable
Times, all subject to tagging time-warp are they!

Friday 		

20:00 hrs

Welcome to Dropzone

		21:00 hrs
A Spanner in the Works by David Harvey, Ros Day
				and Jasper Hedger
Saturday
10:00 hrs
				

Star Wars: Untold Heroes (Pt1) 			
by Edward King & Richard Dickens

14:00 hrs
Strictly Total Battle Royale Factor UK 2012
				by Paul Nash
18:00 hrs
Bring & Buy in the compound. Dropzone BBQ
				courtesy of Tim Atkinson

Sunday

20:00 hrs

Star Wars: Untold Heroes (Pt2)

10:00 hrs

Star Wars: Untold Heroes (Pt3)

14:00 hrs

Star Wars: Untold Heroes (Pt4)

20:00 hrs
Madness in Nouvion by Alex Gage & Anthony
				Barberis
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Friday 21:00

Game Briefings

a Spanner in the Works
(by David Harvey, Ros Day and Jasper Hedger)

“A little grit upsets the running of any fine mechanism but tonight its time to add
something a little bigger...”

This game is set in the universe of the films The Terminator/Terminator 2 and takes
place after Judgement Day during the guerilla war against Skynet.
“Skynet have been hitting you hard and things are looking bleak but it may have over
reached itself. You have received word that “Colonel” Chester Perry needs all the fighters
he can get to take advantage and turn things around, but this window of opportunity
won’t be open for long...”
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Welcome to our Friday night game; it’s a structured skirmish requiring a mixture of
sneaky and shooty.

Players:
Players are going to start in scattered groups of no more than three, you’ll have to
assemble and rendezvous with ‘Colonel’ Chester Perry who will then brief you on
how you are going to hit Skynet.
Until certain conditions are achieved the compound and the car park track
surrounding it will be, in game, inaccessible.
Costume – a mixture of civilian clothing and combats but no blacks.
Weapons – no restrictions but ammunition will be limited.
Medical system will be SAMS XP BASIC.
There are a limited number of specialist roles include tech, and demolitions. Please
contact the organisers if you are interested.

NPCs:
Volunteers for NPC duty will require full blacks including gloves and be prepared to
wear full face covering (compatible with specs). Please PM the organisers (“David A
Harvey”, “Ros Day” & “Jasper”) on the Firefight forum if you are willing to help.
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Saturday 14:00

(by Paul Nash)
“At last it’s finally here! Our own Great British version of the hit Japanese game show!
Filmed at a secret island location somewhere in the UK and brought
to you by that well known cable channel “Drave” sponsors of mayhem.
All our lucky contestants are selected from a randomly chosen Jobcentre Plus,
relocated whilst under heavy sedation to Battle Royale Island, before being dressed
in school uniform in keeping with the “flavour” that made the original Japanese show
so distinctive.
Other than a few changes to make the programme compliant with current broadcast
standards you’ll find the object of the game is the same - the last one alive wins!”
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Players: Black or Grey trousers with a white shirt as the top layer (I suggest wearing

a oversize shirt leaving room for extra layers underneath if the weather is cooler)
school tie (or something that passes for one) school cap or baseball cap with your old
school badge on it. Don’t wear your best shirt as silly-string will be in use and may
stain. In addition a backpack should prove most useful.

Weapons: Single shot pistols/shotguns or melee weapon. No full auto or super
duper long ranged pistols! Melee weapons will be represented in game use by the
aforementioned silly-string and a SAFE physrep, i.e LRP safe weapon, rubber bayonet,
foam toy sword. Remember that lasertag is a non-contact system, so no fencing.
Medical System: This will be game specific and explained in the pregame brief,
should take about 2 minutes (yes it’s that complicated)
NPC’s: Brutal thugs Strictly Total Battle Royale Factor UK 2012 Guards, of whom I

will need around 8-ish. Guards uniform TBC. I also have a TV presenter who needs a
camera-person. Anyone who would like to do some filming is more than welcome.
Please get in touch with me & PM “Nasher” on the Firefight forum.

If you haven’t read the Battle Royale books, manga or seen the original film (avoid the
sequel its c***) please have a look at wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_Royale.
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Sunday 20:00

Madness in Nouvion
(by Alex Gage and Anthony Barberis)

This is an‘Allo‘Allo! inspired game, set in WWII occupied France around the café“Le Folie”
In the French Occupied Zone can the Germans keep order? Can the French resistance
save the British airmen? Who will get their hands the Fallen Madonna by Van Klomp?

Player groups:

French Resistance (6) - Civilian clothing - Pistols
French Communist Resistance (6) - Civilian clothing - Pistols
German 22nd Jäger (6) - Grey/Grey Cammo - Rifles
German 61st Lehr (6) - Green/Cammo - Rifles
Gestapo (2) - Black clothing (Think Herr Flick) - Pistols

NPC’s:

Civilian clothing/long coats
If you wish to reserve a role please email: alex.gage@purplehorizon.com or PM
“Leo_Vs_Aidan” on the Firefight forum.
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Star Wars: Untold Heroes is set between The Empire Strikes Back and Return Of The
Jedi and also may include elements from the “expanded universe” of Star Wars comic
books, novels and video games.

player briefing

“You will never find a more wretched hive of scum and villainy, we must be cautious.”
The game begins at a trading post on the small planet of Ylesia in the Cha Raaba
System situated on the outer rim of the Galaxy.
As a player it is assumed you will be playing one of the “good guys”, i.e either a
member of the Rebel Alliance or someone with pro-alliance sympathies, who has
not yet had a chance to join the cause.
Within the Star Wars universe there are a multitude of character types you could
choose, Farmers, Miners, Business Owners, Traders, Escaped Slaves, Smugglers, exImperials, Pilots, members of the Nobility, Aliens etc, etc any of which could be
already a member of the Rebel Alliance. Pretty much anything goes with two major
exceptions.

1. “The Jedi are extinct, their fire has gone out of the galaxy”
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As far as everyone knows the Jedi are all dead and their only continuing
influence is in the good luck blessing “may the Force be with you”. 		
Absolutely no Jedi or Force sensitive players in this game.

2. “You Rebel Scum!”

If you want to play an evil Imperial minion come join us on the NPC 		
crew! No pro-Empire players.

You need to decide if you would like to begin as a member of the Rebellion or not.
Rebellion players will have a separate briefing and IC Firefight forum area to discuss
things in the run up to the game.

For non Rebel players there will be a general IC planet-side Cantina forum on Firefight
to get into character before game.
If a number of players want to act together as a group (eg the crew of a freighter) a
separate forum area can be set up for you if you so desire. The default character for
those that just want to turn up & play will be a Rebel soldier, so if you want to do
something more interesting please contact us in advance and let us know.
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player skills and Character Generation
It might be a bit old school but for this game we are using a skills system to define
character types. No-one can be great at everything and only by working together will
you accomplish your goals. Each player can choose 3 skills from the list. It is assumed
that all characters can use basic hand-held weapons and PMRs.

skills list: (pick 3 from the following list)
1. “You may fire when ready”

Heavy Weapons..................Skilled in use of emplaced weapons on starships etc. This
			
is both a live skill if you have or find a large weapon 		
			
emplacement but can also be a tabletop skill if travelling
			
with a pilot in a starship.

2. “How are you feeling kid?”
Medic 1....................................You can stabilise wounded players.
Medic 2....................................You can treat most injuries (requires Medic 1)
Medic 3....................................You can perform complicated surgical procedures 		
			(Requires Medic 1 & 2) We will be using SAMS 4.
3. “I used to bulls eye swamp rats in my T16 back home”

Pilot 1..................... Able to drive/pilot ground vehicles or small starships. Allows you
		
to take off and land but nothing fancy.
Pilot 2..................... Able to pilot larger starships & be a competent starfighter pilot.
		(Requires Pilot 1)
Pilot 3..................... Able to be crew on a capital class starship & be a fighter ace! 		
		(Requires Pilot 1 & 2)
Flying is a tabletop skill and like previous games will be held out of sight of the
other players using miniatures. It could have a small or large role to play in the story
depending on if players want to play pilots.

4. “This R2 has a bad motivator”

Engineering 1.....Basic repair/maintenance of machinery.
Engineering 2.....Advanced repair/maintenance of starships (requires Engineering 1)
Engineering 3.....Able to construct machinery (requires Engineering 1 & 2)
In game terms if you find a mechanical item, there will be instructions inside an envelope
that will detail what level of skill, what parts and how long is required to conduct a repair.
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5. “Do you speak Bocce?”
Languages 1....... Converse in up to 2 different languages.
Languages 2....... Converse in up to 5 different Languages (requires Languages 1)
Languages 3*..... Protocol droids only! Fluent in 10 million forms of communication
		(Requires Languages 1 & 2)
6. “He’s holding a thermal detonator!”

Explosives 1........ Able to set basic explosives (thermal detonators/door breaches etc)
Explosives 2........ Able to set & diffuse much larger demolition charges or munitions
		(Requires Explosives 1)

7. “Lock the doors and hope they don’t have blasters!”

Lockpick................Able to open locks on doors or binders. 1 minute for a door, 1
		
minute for binders, 10 minutes if the user is the one who’s bound.

8. “Tell Jabba I was just coming to see him.”

Contacts................Every player will start with a single contact, but this skill allows
		
you to have a network of contacts in one of the following factions
		
of your choice - Rebellion/Commerce/Imperial/Black Market.
Example: The default player character, a Rebel Commando, has Heavy Weapons
training, Explosives 1 and Pilot 1.

Additional: (for those 2 or 3 fools hard-core larpers with a burning desire to run around
in fun-fur all weekend) Wookiees are notoriously strong and have the following
special skill at no extra cost:

w. “Rip the Ears off a Gundark” Able to strike down using the “touch monster” rules.
20
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in game rules
Coup de grace is not in play for this game. Point blank will be only be used in the
following way, if two combatants come within 2 or 3 feet of each other in order to
avoid collision or injury one or the other must shout point blank and both will go
down as if all hits have gone and await a medic.
If a Wookiee or some other creature touches you on the shoulder, fall to the ground
as before.

costume guide

Players think Mos Eisley Cantina rather than the Rebel Fleet. NPC crew will need a set
of black BDU’s (natch) plus any other costume appropriate for populating the Star
Wars universe.

contact

Send your character info and direct any queries to:

Eddie eddiethepanda@hotmail.co.uk / facebook = Edward King / (07964148324
Dicky richard.dickens1@ntlworld.com / ( 07976380093
22
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Safety, Health and First Aid
Your personal fitness is your own responsibility; however, it would be appreciated if
you would advise us in advance of any special needs or problems. Please remember
that Live role-play games are both physically demanding and potentially dangerous
activities. It would be greatly appreciated if you would let us know in advance of any
medical qualifications you possess. A comprehensive first aid kit will be placed in an
advertised location and badges will identify all first aiders.

Emergency Whistle Signals:
Although we’ve never had an accident, it’s always best to be prepared. In order to
facilitate communications over the whole of site, ALL players must carry a whistle.
The whistle signals are as follows, please learn them:
Game start: 1 whistle blast and/or call of ‘time in’
Game over: 3 long blasts on the whistle (only to be done by at the request of a game
organiser).
Emergency: Continuous blasts on whistles stop play and close on the whistle blower.

Equipment Hire
The committee have arranged a strictly limited number of guns and sensors for hire.
The conditions of hire are as follows:
1) There is a flat fee of £10 per item for the whole weekend. This includes the cost of
one brand new good quality set of appropriate batteries for the piece of equipment
in question. This fee applies regardless of the time during the weekend at which the
equipment is issued. (For example, if the equipment is hired on the Friday the fee is
£10, if the equipment is hired on the Sunday afternoon, the fee is £10).
2) Extra batteries required are the responsibility of the person hiring the equipment.
Please note if you are hiring a sensor, you will have to change the battery at some
point over the weekend, possibly more than once.
3) In addition to the hire fee, a returnable deposit for each item will be required
before any item of equipment is issued. The deposit required is £30 in the form of
cash or a cheque (sorry no IOUs). Please note this is per item of equipment, if you
hire a gun and a sensor, the combined deposit will be £30 x 2 = £60 (plus £10 x 2 =
£20 non returnable hire fee).
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4) The deposit is to cover breakage or loss; you must return the item to either, Jenny
Watson or Simon Barker only. If you hand the item to anyone else to return, it is still
your responsibility.
5) Deposits will only be returned to the person who originally paid them, and at
the discretion of those persons named in rule 4 after a thorough inspection of the
returned item. Please note that in many cases you are borrowing individuals’ own
personal kit, it does not belong to Dropzone and has been loaned as a contribution
to the hobby. It is only fair that the equipment is returned in a fully functional state.

Code Of Conduct and Site Rules
1) All players of DROPZONE must read and adhere to these regulations. For insurance
and legal reasons you must be over eighteen years of age and must have completed
a DROPZONE booking form before being able to take part in the event.
2) Be courteous and polite to any members of public that may stray onto the event
site. Go out of your way to allay any fears and never intimidate, alienate, threaten, be
abusive or point any weapon towards them.
3) No weapon is to be carried or displayed off the event site and they must be packed
away out of sight during transit.
4) Once you are geared up, do not move outside of the event side.
5) Do not move, remove, damage or sabotage any of the sites fixtures and fittings.
Likewise never touch, loot or disable the property of other players without their
permission. Lootable props may be included as part of any one scenario or an overall
scenario.
6) Please respect and obey the rulings of the game refs, abide by the rules of the
game and the law of the land. These regulations are to be considered always in force,
unless otherwise stated.
7) No illegal substances to be allowed on site.
8) Do not bring any replica guns, blank firing guns, starter pistols or any illegal knife
to the event.
9) No smoke bombs or other pyrotechnics will be allowed on site with the exception
of those authorised for use on adventures.
10) Keep litter to a minimum and dispose of all litter from your camping area at the
end of the weekend (bins and bags will be provided).
11) No Campfires are allowed (even for cooking purposes) except at the designated
fire pit. You can’t miss it - it’s the one full of ‘refreshed’ taggers.
12) No alcohol should be consumed before or during any of the scheduled games
put on at Dropzone 2012 and none should be taken out into the field.
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What To Bring
In addition to the 14 tag rifles, tag pistols and tag mega-cannons of death and 23
cans of lager/cider/old fusty’s nasty brew, it is equally important that you remember
a number of other items.
Please feel free to add to the list as appropriate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Print out of any info from this booklet you might need
All your player/NPC costume
Bandages (for SAMS 4 medical system. 2/3 each, 1.2 m x 10 cm approx)
Food and drink (non alcoholic)
Tent
Sleeping bag & bedding
Eating utensils
Toilet roll (in case we do run out)
Spare warm clothes
Torch (you must carry a torch on night games)
Whistle (you should carry a whistle on all games)
Personal medication, if required (please advise us in advance if you have special
medical needs or problems)
Spare batteries
Even more sense of humour than last year!

The Site Map and Directions
Nearest postcode (for satnav): AL6 0UN. If you are coming to Dropzone from ‘The
North’, travelling down the M1, you may find the following route best:
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Travel down the M1 as far as junction twelve (See Map 1), turn left
at the roundabout and head north-east on the A5120 towards Westoning, but
turn right approximately a quarter of a mile to head towards Harlington. Resist
the temptation to stop off and visit Harlington-Straker Film Studios (Ed’s always
busy anyway) and continue through Harlington and Sharpenhoe, travelling East
to Barton-le-Clay.
At Barton-le-Clay join the B655 and continue East, following the signposts for
Hitchin.
After approximately six miles, you should be approaching Hitchin, at the traffic
island, take the fourth exit onto the A600 and continue East, crossing another
island, after approximately three miles, you should arrive at junction eight of the
A1(M).
Turn South onto the A1(M) and travel for approximately three miles to junction
seven. At junction seven, turn left and travel East towards Stevenage on the
A602 (See Map 2).
When you encounter the second island (approximately one mile after leaving
the A1(M), turn right onto the B197. You now have to stay on this road for
approximately five miles, this is the road which travels past “Lower Mardley Hill”
on its left (see Map 3).
When you see Mardley Avenue on your left, followed by Marlborough Close, get
ready to turn left onto “Lower Mardley Hill”. If you are passing a row of shops on
the right, you have gone too far!
Turn left onto Lower Mardley hill, then left again onto Robbery Bottom Lane.
After passing under a railway bridge, turn right onto the site and continue
up the hill through the woods until you reach the car park by the stockade.

I know that this route might seem ‘round the houses’ a bit, but trust me, if you are
coming down the M1 from the North this is much easier than going further South
and travelling through Luton and Welwyn!
•
•
•
•
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If you are heading to Dropzone from the South of England via the A1(M), you
might prefer to leave the A1(M) at junction six for Welwyn (See Map 1).
Then continue North via three roundabouts.
At the third turn onto the B197 signposted towards Knebworth, and pass under
the A1(M).
As you approach the North Star Pub, turn right into Lower Mardley Hill (see Map
3).

•
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Turn right again into Robbery Bottom Lane and approach the site as above. Map
1 (M1-A1M) Scale: Approx. 6 miles/square. Map 2 (Knebworth) Scale: Approx.
0.5/square. Map 3 (site entrance). Map 4 (site map)

Map 1

Map 2
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Map 3

Map 4
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Dropzone handbook 2012. Words by UKLTA members. Design & Dropzone graphics by JD. Other images
retrieved from deviantART, Tumblr etc. All credit to the original artists.

